ESSENTIAL KIT

TRIED &
TESTED

The telescopic
barrier keeps
your bike safe

10
MONTHS

The fit is good
and the jacket
works well

Warm day? Just
zip open a couple
of the vents

MCN STAFF RATE THEIR RIDING KIT
RATINGS POOR ★ AVERAGE ★★ GOOD ★★★
VERY GOOD ★★★★ EXCEPTIONAL ★★★★★

Image4Security
Guardsman £599.99 /
£649.99 with anchor

It’s as easy to fit
as any ground
anchor set-up

WHAT BIKE TESTS
REAL-WORLD TESTS OF ALL THE LATEST
SHOWROOM FILLERS

FROM THE MAKERS OF

your pride and joy

WORDS JON WESTLAKE PICTURES JAMIE MORRIS

overs of good-value motorcycles
have always had a soft spot for the
V-Strom. Since it first appeared in
2002, the V-twin has unashamedly
occupied the territory beneath the
adventure bike class leaders, winning sales
from down-to-earth riders who didn’t fancy
paying an extra £2000 for a BMW GS that
was only marginally better than the Suzuki.
This new £11,299 V-Strom 1050XT
aims to play the same trick, with updates
bringing it close to the equipment levels
of the class champs while still drastically
undercutting their prices. But does it work?
The V-Strom’s 1037cc 90° V-twin is
largely unchanged – it’s the same capacity
as the old motor, despite the new ‘1050’
name implying a hike. But Suzuki made it
more efficient to get it through Euro5 regs,
so there are new camshafts and a ride-bywire throttle. The tinkering doesn’t release
much in terms of power – it’s up 6bhp to
106bhp – and peak torque actually drops
by a single lb.ft to 74lb.ft. But those peak
figures don’t tell the whole story. The old
bike used to produce a wodge of torque
around 3000rpm and then drop through
the mid-range, while the new bike does the
opposite. The new bike feels keener to rev.
The chassis is almost the same as
before, all Suzuki have done is fiddle with
the internals of the KYB forks and shock,
giving the new bike a tauter, plusher ride.
The new V-Strom gets enhanced traction
control, cornering ABS, an anti-stall
system and three power modes as well as
a new ride-by-wire throttle system, plus
hill-hold control, and cruise control. It all
works well and is easy to adjust using the
new screen, which is LCD.
In the flesh, the bike looks distinctive
and modern, yet those of us old enough
to remember the DR Big, which wowed
many when it first appeared in 1987, can
appreciate the resemblance. Clever.
We have tested the XT model, which has
all the new kit – the only things it lacks for
touring duties are panniers, a topbox, and
heated grips (which come as an Adventure
package for £2499). There is also a base
model for £9999, which gets a few of the
gadgets but no cruise control, cornering
ABS, cornering traction control, hill hold
control… the list goes on. It’s still a lot of
bike for £9999 and many will be tempted.

L

ONE

The security sits
inside the garage
so doesn’t attract
attention

MONTH

THE FACTS
Engine
Power
Torque
Frame
Suspension

Front brake
Rear brake
Kerb weight
Tank
Seat height

Four-stroke, liquid-cooled DOHC, 8v
V-twin
106bhp @ 8500rpm
73ftlb @ 7750rpm
Aluminium twin spar
Front suspension 43mm inverted forks,
fully adjustable Rear suspension Rear
shock, adjustable preload and rebound
2 x 320mm discs with four piston Brembo
Stylema calipers. ABS
240mm disc with single piston Brembo
caliper. ABS
210 kg
17 litres
820mm

THE ULTIMATE MOTORCYCLE BUYERS’ GUIDE

Verdict
JOHN WESTLAKE
GUEST TESTER

The new Suzuki V-Strom is a big step
forwards over the old model. The
addition of cutting-edge electronics,
brisk acceleration, a superbly
effective screen and a slightly
plusher ride make it significantly
better than the outgoing model. The
only barriers between the 1050XT
and success are the new oversized
middleweights: BMW’s F900XR TE
and Triumph’s Tiger 900GT, which
look set to rival the V-Strom on
price, power and equipment...

Screen is LCD rather than fancy TFT
but it’s clear and does the job
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NEW BIKES RIDDEN
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HOW TO
✓Get your bike gleaming
✓Prep before purchase
✓Fix roadside faults
✓Pass next MoT

GET THE
BEST KIT
FOR YOU!

Laminate
or not?

TOURING KIT
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Flip-front helmets have
improved hugely in the last
decade. You can eat/drink/
talk/smoke easier and they
can be light and stylish
too, like this carbon
AGV.
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BUY THE BEST...

Laminated jackets have
the waterproof membrane
bonded to the back of the
shell and are light and easy
to wear but are typically
more expensive.

Make
life easier

GOING THE
DISTANCE

Finance on
accessories
and kit: a
smart idea?
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In our experience only
double-waterproofing works
— so you’re looking for a
fold-down cover AND a
zip to be sure.

Read by Martin Fitz-Gibbons
Edited by desert explorer
Chris Scott, these 400+
pages of hard-earned
experience cover the gritty
reality of riding to farflung lands. Topics include bike choice,
accessories, paperwork, navigation,
maintenance, riding techniques,
route selection as well as toughbut-necessary reads on dealing with
accidents, robberies, local police and
bribes. I’ll never end up on a trip anything
like the epic voyages described within,
but just browsing through absorbing one
nugget of knowledge at a time makes
it all feel more real and possible.
Quality ★★★★★
Value ★★★★★
adventure-motorcycling.com

EXPERT VIEW

TOP-NOTCH
TOURING
KIT
HELMET
AGV Sport Modular £599.99
agv.co.uk
JACKET
Dane Ikast £499.99
TROUSERS
Dane Nyborg Pro £349.99
daneclothing.uk
BOOTS
TCX Clima Surround Goretex £249.99
tcxboots.com
GLOVES
RST Paragon Thermotec heated
£189.99
rst-moto.com
TOTAL COST .

f a
F a
va y

By Andy Davidson

Check
the vents
aren’t fake
Vital for summer touring but
make sure the vents actually ‘go’
somewhere — we’ve heard of
jackets with them for effect
only. Honestly…

Properly
windproof
Having a proper
windproofing of the main
opening allows you to control
air ingress via vents. You want
at least two zips but this BestBuy jacket has Velcro
storm cover.

Waterproof
pockets

Chris Winters
sportsbikeshop.
co.uk
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Heating
isn’t
cheating
These RST gloves have
enough battery life for mediumlength days in the saddle,
especially if you use them
as a warmth top-up with
heated grips.
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Head-to-toe kit
for road riding,
adventures,
touring, and
retro missions

What are the risks?
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STATE OF THE NATION
What’s going on with tests,
buying bikes online,
petrol prices, demo
rides and events?

LOOK FOR THESE AWARDS
RIDE

SOLD SECURE
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look for
Gore-Tex
There are some own-brand
waterproof membranes
but Gore-Tex gives peace of
mind about waterproofing
and breathability. Its
performance is a
given.
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NEW BIKE BUYING GUIDE
FULL DETAILS, SPEC AND PICS OF EVERY
NEW BIKE YOU CARE ABOUT...
AJS / Aprilia
AJS JSM 50 MOTARD
£2298
n 49.9cc liquid-cooled single-cylinder two-stroke
A 16-year-old learner-legal supermoto-styled 50cc two-stroke that
gives the look of a much bigger bike yet can still be ridden by the
youngest of riders allowed on British roads. Components have the
look of much more expensive bikes; wavy brake discs, LED tail light,
black annodised alloy wheels along with fairly beefy 38mm front
forks. It even has a six-speed gearbox, which will no doubt have to be
worked like crazy; just as any 49cc two-stroke should.

NEW
ARRIVAL

AJS ISABA 125
£2459
n 124cc air-cooled single-cylinder four-stroke
A good-looking scrambler 125 from AJS that offers excellent value for
money. The four-stroke single motor has five gears and delivers a
learner legal 11bhp, however it is the Isaba’s on-fashion scrambler
styling that is sure to be its main selling point, alongside its very
reasonable price tag. And with a decent-sized 13-litre tank this should
be a frugal machine and one capable of covering a lot of miles before
a refuel is required.

AJS HIGHWAY STAR 125
£2299
n 124cc air-cooled parallel twin four-stroke
A learner-legal, cruiser-style custom machine that has a five-speed
gearbox, twin front disc brakes and a disc brake at the rear. At a quick
glance, this AJS looks anything but a 125 learner-legal bike - until you
fire it up that is. This machine uses the firm’s parallel twin motor, but
remains user friendly with a low seat height of just 710mm, while a
19-litre fuel tank ensures big miles between fill-ups. It’s a tad heavy so
progress may be modest.

AJS TEMPEST SCRAMBLER
£2249
n 124cc air-cooled single cylinder four-stroke
The AJS Tempest Scrambler is built on the firm’s Cadwell platform
but with a longer swingarm and an 18in front wheel. Standard
specification includes: adventure tyres, alloy wheels (18in/17in rims),
37mm diameter front forks, stainless steel exhaust, combined brakes,
electronic fuel injection, and a plush diamond pattern seat. The
luggage rack accepts most topboxes and is available as an
aftermarket accessory.

AJS CADWELL 125
£2399
n 124cc air-cooled four-stroke single
The AJS Cadwell will take you back to a time where motorcycles
were built for fun and excitement, where British bikes ruled and rock
and roll was the language of youth. The Cadwell beautifully
recaptures the spirit of the 50s and 60s motorcycling when owners
would turn their bikes into café racers, and this machine feels at
home in the city or out on the open road. Every twist and turn, to the
next cafe, will bring a smile to your face.

APRILIA RS 50
£4099
n 49cc liquid-cooled single-cylinder two-stroke
Hand the keys for an RS4 50 to any bike-mad 16-year-old and they are
going to be one seriously happy camper thanks to the mixture of
bigger superbike-lookalike styling and decent performance from the
little 49cc engine. This is the newest two-stroke version and takes all
of the bigger 125cc elements like upside down forks and big brakes
but puts in a smaller single-cylinder machine. It’s not cheap for a 50cc
machine, but it oozes quality.

400

PAGES

APRILIA RS 125
£4499
n 125cc liquid-cooled single-cylinder four-stroke
The bigger brother to the RS4 50, this bike packs a 125cc
single-cylinder four-stroke motor and not the gorgeous two-stroke
motors of previous generations. It’s a loss not having a two-stroke
motor but the RS is still an incredibly fun package and it’s easy to
mistake for the RSV4 superbike at first glance. The RS125 even comes
with an optional electronic quickshifter taken straight from the
superbike. A MotoGP Replica model costs £100 extra.
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PAUL BRYANT

700

Adventure
Motorcycling
Handbook £19.99

&
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£5.99
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Tested by Ben Clarke
Applying this balm is a rewarding
and therapeutic process. You
apply small dabs, little by little
and your tired gear is brought
back to life before your very eyes;
it’s a strangely hypnotic and
addictive process (or maybe that’s
just me). The leather looks great,
feels softer and is more supple
after application and it stays that
way, making it more comfortable
to wear and easier to clean. It
smells really good, too.
Quality ★★★★★
Value ★★★★★
www.motohaus.com

S u z u k i V- S t r o m 1 0 5 0 X T: £ 1 1 , 2 9 9

AM

A1

A2

Ride on
L-plates at 16

Ride at 17 with
A1 licence

Ride at 19 with
A2 licence

SEAT HEIGHT 820mm

orange / black

FUEL 13L
COLOURS
silver / blue / black

n 1078cc liquid-cooled V4 four-stroke race replica
The top-spec RSV4 got an engine boost for 2019 taking it to 1078cc.
Get the needle round to 13,200rpm and Aprilia say you’ll be putting
214bhp through the electronics package and onto the tarmac. It’s not
all about top-end rush, though. Aprilia say they’ve also managed to
fatten the torque curve with a 10% boost across the rev range for
improved drive. The base model RSV, the RSV4 1000 RR, costs
£15,999 and has a smaller-capacity motor.

A1

SEAT HEIGHT 710mm
FUEL 19L
COLOURS
black / red / white / blue

APRILIA DORSODURO 900
£8999

SPECS
WEIGHT 124kg
POWER 10bhp

n 896cc liquid-cooled V-twin four-stroke
The Dorsoduro 900 received exactly the same updates as the Shiver
900 when it went from 750 to the bigger-capacity V-twin. Initially
Aprilia UK decided not to import the supermoto version as they didn’t
feel it would sell very well in the UK. They subsequently revised this
decision and we can now all enjoy some well-priced big-capacity
supermoto madness. It’s impractical but fun, just like most
big-capacity supermotos.

A1

SEAT HEIGHT 780mm
FUEL 16L
COLOURS blue / black /
orange / yellow

SPECS
WEIGHT 113kg
POWER 9.5bhp
SEAT HEIGHT 740mm

NEW
ARRIVAL

AM
A1

FUEL 11.2L
COLOURS
jet black / silver fox

AM

SEAT HEIGHT 820mm
FUEL 14.5L
COLOURS
black / silver

WEIGHT 120kg
POWER 14.8bhp

n 660cc liquid-cooled parallel twin four-stroke
Details are still very thin on the ground about Aprilia’s new RS660,
however that hasn’t stopped us getting very excited about its
impending arrival. The all-new parallel twin engine makes a healthy
100bhp but it is the sporty chassis’s light 169kg dry weight that is
really promising. Expect it to arrive in mid to late 2020 with a price
tag in the region of £12,000. A naked Tuono 660 is also waiting in the
wings, but probably not arriving until 2021.

n 1077cc liquid-cooled V4 four-stroke
As if the previous Tuono wasn’t quite barking enough, Aprilia gave the
bike a heap more power in 2018 thanks to a big-bore 1077cc V4 engine.
With a claimed 175bhp the Tuono certainly isn’t for inexperienced
riders, however Aprilia’s advanced aPRC electronics package should
help keep some semblance of control whether being ridden on the
road or on the track. This machine has won many a nakeds shootout
road test.

APRILIA TUONO V4 1100
FACTORY £17,1 99

SPECS

SEAT HEIGHT 820mm

APRILIA RS660
£TBC

APRILIA TUONO V4 1100 RR
£13,999

SPECS
WEIGHT 120kg
POWER 5bhp

Great ride
quality

APRILIA RSV4 1100 FACTORY
£22,399

SPECS
WEIGHT 164kg

Twisty roads
a speciality

n 896cc V-twin, liquid-cooled, four-stroke
At a glance, the Shiver looks a lot like the old 750 model, but it
recieved a few subtle upgrades in 2018. The chassis was unaltered,
and bar an 11mm increase in stroke and some slight internal mods the
V-twin engine is pretty much the same, too. The lighter three-spoke
wheels are new, the suspension has been tweaked and the Tuono’s
colour dash now takes pride of place. But essentially it’s a Shiver 750
that has gained a bit of grunt and a restyle.

A1

SEAT HEIGHT 760mm

POWER 11bhp

Great for
showing off

APRILIA SHIVER 900
£7999

SPECS
WEIGHT 136kg

Great value
for money

n 125cc liquid-cooled single-cylinder four-stroke
Aprilia’s mini naked bike, the Tuono 125 is essentially a RS125 that has
been stripped of its fairing and given a set of flat bars. The Tuono is
powered by the same 125cc four-stroke single cylinder motor and has
ABS as standard on its single front disc. It’s a good looking bike and
certain to appeal to new riders looking for a cool ride with a bit of
sporty attitude but without clip-ons. Not cheap for a 125 but it does
have a lot to offer.

AM AM

FUEL 8.5L
COLOURS

POWER 11bhp

Good for
shopping

APRILIA TUONO 125
£4399

SPECS
WEIGHT 105kg
POWER 5bhp

A1

FUEL 14L
COLOURS silver /
black / MotoGP Replica

BIKE INSURANCE DUE? COMPARE & SAVE AT WWW.MCNCOMPARE.COM

n 1077cc liquid-cooled V4 four-stroke
And as if the standard Tuono isn’t quite barking enough, Aprilia also
offer a fully blinged-up Factory version. It uses the same 1077cc V4
engine, with a claimed 175bhp on tap, but also adds flashy wheels,
and a more RSV4-esque superpole paintjob to the party, top-spec
Brembo brakes, updated electronics and a Euro4-compliant motor.
For 2019 it gained Öhlins EC2.0 semi-active suspension, too. Not for
the faint-hearted.

94% OF REVIEWERS RECOMMEND WWW.MCNCOMPARE.COM

Traffic
buster

Fast – watch
your licence

Touring
ability

AUTUMN 2020

Tested by Gareth Evans for over
700 miles
Furygan’s leather and
woven textile Sydney is
one comfortable boot.
You’ll struggle to spot
the gear-change protector, while
you’d never know there was heel and
toe reinforcement to add rigidity. The
only real giveaway is the trio of subtle
reflectors on the side of the heel.
They’ve got a breathable waterproof
membrane inside, so your feet stay
nice and cool even in 30+ degrees.
Lacing up to the collar provides
loads of support all around the ankle,
meaning you’re able to walk on these
boots for a surprisingly long time. And
of course, as the name suggests, they
feature D30 protection.
Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★
www.nevis.uk.com

S100 Leather
Balm £11.99

New V-Strom
thinks big

BUY THE BEST KIT FOR YOUR BIKE AND THE
TYPE OF RIDING YOU DO

Furygan Sydney
D30 boots £199.99

SELL
WELL
Get top dollar for

USED
BIKE SPECIAL
27 BRILLIANT USED BIKE BARGAINS

Tested by Michael
Neeves for 10
months, 2500 miles
Adventure jackets
always seem to look
better on other people. While theirs
appear snug and nicely fitted, mine
always feel clumpy and unwieldy.
Maybe I’m so used to wearing jeans,
jackets and leathers, but this one is
different and the first I’ve felt really
comfortable in. It’s lightweight and
roomy, so you don’t feel bound-up
like Houdini, and fits perfectly. It has
a multitude of pockets, shoulder and
elbow armour and a handy quickrelease collar strap, but the backing
on one of the Velcro wrist straps
has come away. With its thermal
liner fitted it’s kept me warm, on
freezing, day-long MCN250 tests
and is showerproof, but prolonged,
torrential rain will eventually find its
way in, as it does on every adventure
jacket I’ve tried and seen. You can
also strip out the inner layers and
open the vents for summer riding.
Quality ★★★★★Value ★★★★★
www.alpinestars.com

AUTUMN 2020

Tested by Richard Newland for one month
This new Sold Secure-rated
invention from Image4Security is
seriously worth considering. The
whole kit fits at the very edges of
your garage, meaning it only gets
in the way when you want it to – to protect your
bike. In the locked-down position it’s an invaluable
first line of defence. You couldn’t get anything
other than a trials bike under it – nor over it. Spec
the optional anchor point, lock and chain and
even a trials bike will be safe. The stainless-steel
telescopic arm extends to fit the width between
your posts and secures in place with a protected
bullet lock. To undo it, simply unlock, then slide
the barrier across and upwards, where a hydraulic
ram takes all the effort of lifting the 20kg arm for
you. It’s effortless, neat, designed to resist attack,
and sits internal to your garage door – meaning it’s
not a beacon advertising valuable garage contents
within. Any decent DIYer can fit it (full guide
included) – or the firm will fit it for you for £100.
Quality ★★★★★Value ★★★★★
www.image4security.com

Alpinestars
Valparaiso v3
Drystar £399.99
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Long-distance
mile-muncher

SPECS
WEIGHT 120kg
POWER 14.8bhp

A1

SEAT HEIGHT 820mm
FUEL 14L
COLOURS red / dark
energy

SPECS
WEIGHT 218kg
POWER 93.9bhp
SEAT HEIGHT 810mm

A2

FUEL 15L
COLOURS
silver / red / black

SPECS
WEIGHT 199kg
POWER 214bhp
SEAT HEIGHT 851mm
FUEL 18.5L
COLOURS
black

SPECS
WEIGHT 212kg
POWER 93.9bhp
SEAT HEIGHT 870mm

A2

FUEL 12L
COLOURS
silver / black

SPECS
WEIGHT 169kg
POWER 100bhp
SEAT HEIGHT tbc
FUEL tbc
COLOURS
black

NEW ISSUE ON SALE NOW

SPECS
WEIGHT 183kg
POWER 175bhp
SEAT HEIGHT 820mm
FUEL 17L
COLOURS
grey / red

SPECS
WEIGHT 183kg
POWER 175bhp
SEAT HEIGHT 820mm
FUEL 17L
COLOURS
Atomic racer
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